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ABSTRACT

"Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" is a musical work from a musician and book writer, Fiersa Besari. It was released as the soundtrack of the movie "Imperfect: Career, Love, & Scales" in 2019. Carrying the theme of self-confidence from one's insecure nature, this song is also intended for those who experience downturns and experience mental decline due to various problems in life so that they need positive encouragement to rise from these conditions. Therefore, indicators of social support are closely related and can be measured using sign analysis proposed by Ferdinand de Saussure. In his theory, Saussure describes five language concepts in the linguistic system that can be a knife to dissect the meaning of a text or sentence. Meanwhile, social support is divided into four types, namely emotional support, information support, instrumental/real support, and friendship support. The results of the meaning in the song lyrics will then classify each sentence in it into one of these types of support. The approach used in this research is descriptive qualitative by analyzing the relationship between Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory and the concept of social support and then drawing conclusions based on the results of the analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Music is a combination of instruments, tempo, and rhythm into a harmony that is easily found in everyday life (Asman dkk., 2023). According to Jamalus, music is a work of art that is poured in the form of a song or composition as an expression of the feelings and thoughts of the author through musical elements such as melody, rhythm, harmony, and song form or structure and expression as a unit (1988: 1) (Yeltriana dkk.,...
One form of music is the combination of tones with lyrics that can be sung, so that in the instrument that is chanted there is a vocal sound that also accompanies it. This form of music is known as a "song". Based on its type, music belongs to mass communication. Pearce revealed that mass communication is a process that occurs between an individual, a group of people, or an organization that can create messages by transmitting through several types of media to a large audience that is heterogeneous and anonymous (Minarti dkk., 2023). Morissan (2008:21-22) also reveals that mass communication is carried out using technical media such as newspapers, radio, and television. In this concept, music is a mass communication medium composed by a musician to be received and listened to by the audience (Balaha dkk., 2021). Radio itself is a technical mass communication medium that can play songs from musicians to be listened to in a wide enough range.

Musicians themselves are social creatures who also have experiences and views according to their own thoughts. Therefore, musicians have the opportunity to pour their thoughts or experiences into music.

into musical works of art. Various themes have been raised in music, especially songs, along with the times (Kamorudeen, 2021). For example, in 1977, Ian Antono and Taufik Ismail wrote a song entitled "Panggung Sandiwara" which means that humans have different roles in living life (Holly dkk., 2023). This song was then performed by Ahmad Albar and became a song that is well known to the public to this day. Then there is the song with the title "Kita Selamanya" popularized by Bondan & Fade 2 Black which means that separation does not have to be accompanied by sadness, but optimism that the future will be more beautiful (Alsubaie, 2022). For listeners, music can have different meanings according to their thoughts. No different from the musicians who write a work, the factors of experience and outlook also become the reason how the listener of a work can interpret the work.

Song lyrics are a "weapon" for musicians because through words, they can convey messages or express themselves to others. Therefore, it can be said that the power of music lies in its lyrics (Almarzooq dkk., 2020). Through the lyrics, musicians can create various moods and allow listeners to imagine what is being described in the song (Xie dkk., 2019). Thus, listeners can interpret each song according to their own interpretation (Vicky dkk., 2023). Through the lyrics written by musicians, listeners can digest the content of the song by involving their interpretations as social beings like musicians as well as their daily experiences. With lyrics and combined with the right tone, a song can make listeners appreciate and absorb the meaning behind the message in the song.

In 2020, the Indonesian music industry is very rampant in carrying the theme of romance (Blanchete dkk., 2018). Some songs that were quite famous and caught the attention of the public in that year were dominated by songs about heartbreak and falling in love. However, there were only a few songs that inserted social messages in the lyrics. can grab the attention of the public (Sohn & Kwon, 2020). Indonesian music listeners are of course many of them teenagers who are experiencing periods of falling in love with the opposite sex. As a result, many romance-themed songs will be
increasingly in demand by those who also feel what the musicians want to express in their work.

The theme of romance has always been a theme that musicians always use in making song lyrics. Judging from the fact, songs with romance themes get a lot of attention from music listeners (Mustapa dkk., 2022). The frequency of viewing also reaches millions and continues to grow over time. So from that, many musicians release works with the theme of romance with the aim that the song can also be felt by listeners and of course become popular because of the frequent playing of the song.

In the midst of the many romance-themed songs that are popular in Indonesia, Fiersa Besari comes and slips in a social-themed song or not solely about romance (Wang dkk., 2020). It's different from most of the songs she has made popular, such as "April", "Celengan Rindu", and "Waktu yang Salah", which tell the story of a couple in terms of romance (Al-Ayyoub dkk., 2018). The song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" tells the story of someone who encourages those around him to be more confident in living life with the shortcomings he has (Thaher dkk., 2021). The message of this song seems to speak that he does not have to be someone else to get what he wants.

The song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" is one of the many songs that motivate listeners through its lyrics. In the lyrics, Fiersa describes that she has a friend or someone who is closely related to her and wants to convince her that she should be herself and not care about her shortcomings (Elnagar dkk., 2020). Fiersa illustrates that there is always someone who can be used as a shoulder to lean on to tell whatever complaints he is experiencing. Fiersa gives a positive message to those who have the same life story to always be confident and not give up easily.

This song is an interesting research object even though many other songs carry the theme of enthusiasm and motivation because the lyrics used provide a general description of how humans need other people to interact and share enthusiasm in facing obstacles in life as social beings (Boufenar dkk., 2018). In this song, the author does not necessarily write lyrics with common parables and use standard everyday language. One of the things that makes this song interesting is the delivery of the lyrics using words full of diction and not easy to digest the meaning of each sentence even though the big theme is known.

Fiersa Besari is the author of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" as well as one of the most famous book authors in Indonesia. She wrote this song to be contributed to the soundtrack of the movie "Imperfect (Zhang dkk., 2021): Career, Love, & Scales" starring Jessica Mila and Reza Rahadian in 2019. He started his career in the music industry as a vocalist of an independent band in 2009 where he and some of his friends have recorded and saved many music works. Hellfairies and Eat Well Earl are bands that he has been in before finally making his own songs because of his heartbreak.

The reason the author wants to examine the lyrics of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" is none other than because the song is a form of mass communication where the songwriter/singer as a communicator conveys the message in the song through lyrics to be received and listened to by the listener as a communicator (Huang dkk., 2021).
The media used by songwriters/singers in conveying messages in this song can use radio, television, or social media (Osamy dkk., 2021). That is as a support for how music and songs become part of mass communication. The message itself can be received by many people who listen to the song.

This song was nominated as the best original soundtrack production work by Yayasan Anugerah Musik Indonesia in the AMI Awards in 2020. This song also nominated Fiersa Besari in the award as the best pop male solo artist. The AMI Awards itself is the highest award event in the Indonesian music industry given by the Anugerah Musik Indonesia Foundation as a form of appreciation for the achievements of Indonesian musicians. Starting with the name BASF Awards, this event was held for the first time in 1985 and has become an annual event to date (Tuttle dkk., 2021). In 2020, this song has the opportunity to be nominated to win the best original soundtrack production work award. This indicates that this song is one of the works taken into account by the institution and influences the Indonesian music industry with the number of listeners or the quality of the song itself.

In addition to the award, this song became the original soundtrack of one of the 2019 films with an audience above 2 million and managed to occupy the list of the 50 highest grossing films in Indonesia (Jung, 2019). The movie is Imperfect: Career, Love, & Scales starring Jessica Mila and Reza Rahadian. This song also illustrates how the storyline in the movie is about someone who feels insecure about the treatment of his environment and tries to be imperfect.

For the better. Because this movie is widely watched and in demand by the public, the author is interested in lifting the original soundtrack that accompanies every part of the movie. In line with the movie, "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" gained success as a song that made listeners realize the importance of accepting circumstances and still living life optimistically. Describing the big theme of the movie in a song is something that is not easy so that each lyric has a meaning that can represent the situation and conditions in the movie scene.

On social media itself, this song has been published on several platforms. On Starvision Plus' YouTube channel, the lyric video of "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" has been played more than 22 million times since it was first uploaded in 2019. In addition, the comment section continues to be filled with the latest comments from various users. Some of them are summarized in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Uploader</th>
<th>Upload Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>&quot;Accept what is, be grateful for what you have, wishful thinking is fine, envy is not. We are created with our own specialty. Just accept and be grateful&quot;</td>
<td>Deka Fikal</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>&quot;This song is a place for me to go home&quot;</td>
<td>Itsmeralesstaa</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>sometimes when the day is hard, insecure, need a place to tell, but realize that not everyone can</td>
<td>Zalfa Naufali Nadita Salma</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understand and give good feedback.</th>
<th>Ferosita Sefaca Octaviasty</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. magically this song has it all</td>
<td>Ferosita Sefaca Octaviasty</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. feel valuable again and excited again</td>
<td>Nicholas Krisna</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meanwhile, data from Spotify, a streaming-based music service provider shows that this song has been played more than 82 million times and continues to grow to date. From this data, it can be concluded that the song, which was released in 2019, continues to be listened to by every group, especially young people where comments on YouTube accounts continue to grow over time, to the frequency of playback on Spotify which continues to gain listeners' attention.

According to Spotify's Regional Vice President of Sales for Asia Ong Sea Yean, 84% of Spotify users in Indonesia come from the 15 to 34 age group. Quoted from kompas.id, he mentioned that for activities outside the home, Spotify is used when users access public transportation, driving, working, sports, traveling, and running. Meanwhile, when inside the house, the app is used at bedtime, reading books or studying, in between cleaning the room, and waking up in the morning. It can be concluded that teenagers to adults also use Spotify and listen to music streaming. Many of them listen to music in casual settings and even at work. At this age, a person is in the transition from adolescence to adulthood, experiencing a quarter-life crisis phase.

According to Fischer (2008), quarter-life crisis is a period of emotional crisis that occurs in the early 20s due to feelings of worry about the uncertainty of life in the future around relationships, careers and social life. The triggering factors are from various aspects, including family demands for a more established life, having a partner, or a house at a young age. Supporting this statement, Atwood and Scholtz (2008: 241) explain the emotional crisis that occurs in this phase includes a sense of helplessness, doubt about one's own abilities, a sense of isolation, and fear of failure. In line with this phenomenon, the Student Creativity Program for Social and Humanities Research (PKM-RSH) team at Universitas Gadjah Mada through their research concluded that the concerns experienced by students are in the form of concerns about career continuity, education, romance, and finance. The emergence of these concerns is due to the demands of the self and the environment. According to The Conversation, research conducted by a team from the Division of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Faculty of Health at the University of Indonesia tried to map the mental unrest of adolescents in the transition period of 16-24 years from all over Indonesia, especially first-year students through an online survey. As many as 95.4% stated that they had experienced symptoms of anxiety, and 88% had experienced symptoms of depression in dealing with problems during this age. Meanwhile, quoted from jawapos.com, The Guardian stated in its research that 86% of millennials experienced a quarter-life crisis. A survey was also conducted by a research agency from LinkedIn, where the results showed that the quarter life crisis that occurred in the millennial generation was experienced by 61% of women.
Someone who is experiencing a quarter-life crisis needs social support from their environment, be it family or friends. Smet (1994) says that social support is one of the functions of social ties, and these social ties describe the general quality level of interpersonal relationships. An interaction between someone and their closest friends or family is classified as a form of communication. Communication that contains an invitation to positive things or motivation to be better can be said to be social support. When a person is supported by their environment, the problems faced will feel easier to overcome. Social support can protect a person from possible stress or depression during a quarter-life crisis.

Social support is information and feedback from others that shows that a person is loved and cared for, valued, respected, and involved in a reciprocal network of communication and obligations (King, 2010: 226). Social support is very influential on how a person in his toughest times wants to still feel happy or have an optimistic attitude in himself. Social support can be obtained from the closest people such as family or friends. When in the quarter-life crisis phase, a person is likely to experience stress or depression due to several factors such as demands to have a partner, home, or a more established life. A friend who provides social support will help provide positive energy and an optimistic attitude for a person to live and continue their life. With social support, a person can avoid the worst possibilities such as being depressed, closed, or even suicide attempts.

The relationship between the importance of social support and the reason the author raised this song is because this song is a song with lyrics with the theme of motivation and optimism to live life. The lyrics tell the story of someone who invites and convinces those closest to him that he can conquer all obstacles and live life with an optimistic and confident attitude. Through the lyrics, the songwriter tries to convey a positive message to the listeners as communicators. So if it is associated with the phenomenon of quarter-life crisis experienced by most teenagers towards adulthood, it will be closely related. Moreover, most young people listen to music on music service provider applications such as Spotify, where this song can be listened to. This song describes how a person in the quarter-life crisis phase must face all his problems with the help of social support from friends so as not to fall into a state of stress and depression. Intense interaction from a friend will be important because friends are the closest people who have similar hobbies, interests, or other things that cause their relationship to be close to each other. Therefore, as a song that has a motivational message, this song can be classified as social support that encourages someone in the quarter-life crisis phase to be able to live their life well and never give up even though problems continue to exist.

Based on this, researchers want to analyze and uncover what messages Fiersa Besari wants to convey in the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" and how this becomes a song that has the meaning of social support in every lyric presented to listeners.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**
In terms of data and analysis, this research is included in the type of descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research is more descriptive. The data collected is in the form of words or pictures, so it does not emphasize numbers. The data collected after being analyzed is then described so that it is easily understood by others (Sugiyono: 2020). Qualitative research methods based on the philosophy of postpositivism or interpretive, are naturalistic qualitative research methods whose processes are inductive, the data obtained is qualitative data, which still needs to be interpreted so that its meaning can be understood (Sugiyono: 2020). This can be concluded because this research examines the meaning of social support in a song lyric with published data sources and theories that have been presented by many experts. Then, the data is then analyzed with a descriptive and analytical method of describing the meaning of lyrics about the meaning of social support associated with semiotic theory by Ferdinand de Saussure.

The focus of this research is how the lyrics of songs by famous singers in Indonesia are dissected using Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory and the concept conveyed by Sarafino about the types of social support, namely emotional support, instrumental support, information support, and friendship support. Because of the type itself, the lyrics in this song are in the form of social support from someone for the closest person who is experiencing the lowest point in his life. Where emotional support is an encouragement in the form of appreciation, care, and affection so that the intended person gets a positive message and influences what he is experiencing. This meaning can be found in the lyrics of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" which will also be analyzed using the semiotic concept of Ferdinand de Saussure.

The data sources used in this study consist of primary data and secondary data.

1. Primary data, is a data source that directly provides data to data collectors. The data is collected by the researcher directly from the first source or place where the research is conducted. (Sugiyono, 2018: 456) In this study, researchers took data directly from the song in question, namely "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" which is one of the songs by Fiersa Besari. The lyrics of this song as a whole have been published on the music service platform, Spotify. Through this application, researchers get primary data sources to explore chapter 4 later. This song is a pop genre with a beat and tempo that is not too fast or slow. The researcher will make meaning from the lyrics in the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" popularized by Fiersa Besari.

2. Secondary data, is a data source that does not directly provide data to data collectors, for example through other people or through documents. (Sugiyono 2018: 456) Journals, books, and theses are references for researchers in examining the object of research so that the data becomes accurate. In addition, literature or readings relevant to the research will be a reference for research for satisfactory results.

3. Secondary data, is a data source that does not directly provide data to data collectors, for example through other people or through documents. (Sugiyono
2018: 456) Journals, books, and theses are references for researchers in examining the object of research so that the data becomes accurate. In addition, literature or readings relevant to the research will be a reference for research for satisfactory results.

According to Lexy J. Moleong (2002) in his book, non-participant observation itself is an act of observation carried out by researchers by only performing one function, namely making observations. Meanwhile, according to Riyanto (2010), non-participant observation is research conducted when the observer does not take part in the observation. This type of observation is defined as an observation where the researcher observes the participant without interacting with him. In this study, song lyrics are positioned as "participants" where researchers see and analyze the lyrics that have been seen.

A document is something in the form of writing, pictures, or someone's work that has passed. The form of documents also varies. In this research, songs become documents that are classified into a person's work. The results of the document will be credible data that can be trusted especially supported by existing life history. The lyrics of "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" available on Spotify can be a secondary data source to support the discussion in chapter 4 because they are interconnected with the song so that it is expected to make it easier for researchers to describe the meaning contained in the lyrics.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, researchers will describe and analyze how the meaning of social support contained in the lyrics of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" by Fiersa Besari. After that, it will be discussed how the lyrics are included in the form of social support conveyed by the singer for the closest person.

The results of this research are obtained through an explanation of the concept of Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory. Then, it will be analyzed what concepts can produce a meaning of social support for the lyrics.

This research is related to a song titled "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" written and sung by Fiersa Besari. This song is famous because it also became the soundtrack in the movie Imperfect: Career, Love, & Scales in 2019. Fiersa was trusted to write the song in accordance with the theme presented in the movie, which is how someone should not be discouraged by the problems that occur in his life.

Fiersa Besari is a songwriter and book writer who has been working in the music industry since her first album entitled "11:11" in 2012. The man born in Bandung, March 3, 1984, has been widely known since his song "Wrong Time" was widely listened to on social media in 2019. Since then, Fiersa Besari has become a musician whose works are taken into account. His songs "April", "Celengan rindu", and "Runtuh" in collaboration with young singer Feby Putri have captivated the hearts of Indonesian music listeners and have gained millions of views on social media. Apart from being a musician, Fiersa is also known as a writer who loves her music.
literature. He poured this into five books that have been written from 2016 to 2018. It is not uncommon for these books to become best sellers.

Since her first album in 2012, Fiersa Besari has released four music albums, some of which are related to the books she has written. Most of her writing style in the books is also reflected when she writes the works in her albums. Her choice of lyrics also uses diction that is very rare in Indonesian song lyrics. For example, in his first album he used the phrase "random patterns" as the lyrics in the song with the same title. Not only that, other words such as "temaram", "gamang", "reguk", and many more are found in her works. Fiersa also tried something different in her first album by using English lyrics. In the songs "Glimpse", "All I Need You", and "I Heart Thee" she uses English lyrics throughout the song. The themes raised in her works are diverse. Not only about romantic relationships, but also about relationships with parents, interest in mountain climbing, life motivation, and the environment. The song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" is one of several motivational songs written by him. This song tells the story of how someone encourages the closest person who is experiencing downturns due to problems in his life. These lyrics were made in 2019 and are not included in any of his four albums. This is because this song is specifically for the Imperfect movie soundtrack: Career, Love, & Scales in the same year. Here are the lyrics of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu".

Lay back your weariness and tell me
About anything I listen
Don't you ever feel alone
Look at me who never left

For me you are still the best
Whether your weight goes down or up

Sometimes it's okay
To not be okay
We are only human
It's natural to be imperfect

When you feel down
Look at your heart believe me
Everything that is complicated
Can be lightened with a hug

You say the world is not friendly
Well, that doesn't mean you have to change
Into someone you don't want to be
Who looks at you strangely from the mirror
We need to be disappointed
To know happiness
Doesn't hurt make
We strengthen each other?

This type of support includes several interactions such as empathy, caring, attention, and providing positive support to the closest person so that it can provide comfort and love to individuals so that they are able to undergo their living conditions when stressed because of the problems they face. This emotional support will make individuals who receive it feel more valued, given a sense of comfort, and loved. In the lyrics of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu", emotional support is depicted in several stanzas because the theme of this song itself is a song that motivates someone in their worst condition.

In the lyrics "don't ever feel alone" and "look at me who never left". These two sentences describe the songwriter's concern for those closest to him so that he sees around him that there are those who always accompany him even in the worst times. Likewise, the sentence "we are only human beings if we are not perfect" where the songwriter wants to convince those closest to him that he and everyone are only human beings who often make mistakes or are far from the word "perfect". Behind the sentence, the songwriter tries to revive the spirit of his closest person and bury his sadness by giving a small example of the concept of man and his life. Meanwhile, the last stanza also depicts emotional support in the sentence asking "don't wounds make us stronger?". The songwriter gives positive support to the person closest to him with a question sentence. The aim is to provide a view from the other side of the wound suffered by the person closest to them. The closest person can respond to the wound as a condition that makes him stronger than before in facing various problems.

From the lyrics mentioned above, it can be concluded that this motivational song has sentences that are full of social support, especially emotional support. Attention and care continue to be shown by the songwriter to convince the person closest to him so that the enthusiasm to face problems arises from within him and it means positive for his life. These lyrics can create a sense of confidence for those closest to them as well as a sense of being loved and valued as individuals. This is useful for lowering the level of stress suffered by those close to them in dealing with problems.

After finding some lyrics that are full of emotional support, the lyrics will then be described more deeply referring to the tools in Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory such as signifier & signified, form & content, langue & parole, synchronic & diachronic, and syntagmatic & paradigmatic.

**Signifier & Signified**

Signifier is the signifier while signified is the sign. These two things are the concepts used by Saussure in analyzing the meaning of a text or sentence which will then produce a sign conclusion from the text or sentence. In the lyrics of this song, in the sentence "never feel alone", the analysis of the signifier can be described through
the fragment of the sentence "feel alone". While the signifier owned by the fragment of the sentence is the feeling of not having anyone around him. In this case, the signifier and the signified become the concept of the relationship between the lyrics and the meaning of the lyrics. As for the sentence "look at me who never leaves" which plays a role in the meaning of the lyrics. as a signifier. The word "look" which has a signifier is to see or realize and "never leave" means that there is someone who survives and does not leave him. Furthermore, the sentence "we are only human beings if we are not perfect" as a signifier. The signifier of the word "human" is a social being who is always bound to one another and the word "perfect" is interpreted as a state where everything has almost no flaws. Meanwhile, in the fourth sentence "Doesn't the wound make us stronger?". The markers are the words "wound" and "strengthen". The meaning of the two words "wound" is the suffering that arises from something painful, and "strengthen" means the action to provide strength and resilience from the burden that is being befallen. This meaning is referred to as the signifier of the sentence.

Form & Content
Meanwhile, form, which means form and content, which means material, is the second device conceptualized by Saussure. In the lyrics "don't you ever feel alone" has a form that consists of 1 sentence, 5 words, and 28 letters. But if you replace it with the sentence "feeling alone is pointless", this sentence consists of 1 sentence, 6 words, and 34 letters. These two sentences are said to be different forms. The material or content contained in it is not much different from the meaning of the signifier and signifier, which is the songwriter convincing his closest people that they should never feel alone and have no one. The sentence "look at me who never leaves" has a form that consists of 1 sentence, 6 words, and 30 letters which, when connected to the previous sentence, has a rhyme ending in the letter i. If you replace it with the sentence "look at me who is always here," the sentence It consists of 1 sentence, 5 words, and 24 letters. The material or content in the sentence is about a songwriter who ensures his presence when the person closest to him is in his worst time. The writer does not leave and chooses to stay with those closest to him. Furthermore, the sentence "we are only human beings if we are not perfect" which has a form of 1 sentence, 7 words, and 39 letters has material or content where the writer emphasizes about his status and those closest to him as humans who sometimes make mistakes while it is normal. In the sentence "does not the wound make us stronger?" has the form of 1 sentence, 6 words, 42 letters, and 1 question mark. The material or content contained in the sentence is how the writer asks while forming confidence in the person closest to him in order to respond to the wound as a condition that makes him stronger than before.

Langue & Parole
Langue and Parole is one of the concepts of Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotics. Langue means a language that belongs to a certain language group. Parole is the practical implementation of langue and its use depends entirely on the individual who uses it. The sentence "never feel alone" can be categorized as langue because it is
understood by almost everyone who understands Indonesian. However, the concept of parole depends on the understanding and implementation of the listener of the lyrics, for example, listener A can say "you are not alone" or "you are not alone".

Listener B can say "there are so many people here". Similarly, the sentence "look at me who never leaves" can be understood by everyone who understands Indonesian. This is what can be referred to as langue. But sometimes listeners can implement different language constructions such as "look at me who is always here" or "I will always be in this place". Meanwhile, the sentence "we are only human beings, it is only natural that we are not perfect" can also be understood and understood as a langue for Indonesians. On the other hand, sometimes the person listening re-implements it as they wish such as "we are fallible" or "no human being is perfect". For the sentence "doesn't the wound make us stronger?", this can be a langue because it can be understood by most people who understand Indonesian. Meanwhile, its implementation according to the language construction of the person listening to it can vary. For example, listener A says "wounds make us stronger" and listener B says "to be able to strengthen each other, we must feel wounds".

**Synchronic & Diachronic**

Synchronic and diachronic are concepts of studying language in relation to time. Synchronic is a concept that studies grammar without regard to time sequence, while diachronic can analyze language that has been obsolete and preserved until now. In the sentence "never feel alone", the word "alone" in the synchronic concept can be understood as a condition where there are no other people around or feeling lonely. From the diachronic concept, the word also does not have a broader meaning than what has been mentioned above in the synchronic sense.

Historical. From time to time, the word has the same meaning, which is a state where someone has no one around them. "Look at me who never left" has a synchronic concept where the word "look" means to see or realize and the phrase "never left" means not to leave. The diachronic concept in the word "look" also does not have much change in meaning from time to time, as well as the phrase "never leave" which has the same meaning as the synchronic concept. Furthermore, the sentence "we are only human if we are not perfect" has the meaning of a social being from the word "human" and a state that has almost no mistakes or shortcomings from the word "perfect" as a synchronic concept. The diachronic concept of the word "human" also sometimes has different meanings. Among them are humans as social creatures, and can also be interpreted as God's creation that has the mind to think. However, the word "perfect" in the diachronic concept has almost no meaning other than what has been mentioned above in historical terms. The sentence "doesn't the wound make us stronger?" has a synchronic concept of the word "wound" which means suffering caused by something painful and "strengthen" which means giving strength or resilience in facing problems. The diachronic concept of the word "wound" does not only mean the suffering of hurt feelings, but on the other hand, "wound" can be interpreted as the result of something that hurts physically such as hands, feet, or limbs. This can be interpreted by a child...
who is running or riding a bicycle and falls to the ground. When he becomes an adult, he can interpret the word "wound" to be broader than just pain to the limbs. Meanwhile, "strengthen" does not have a diachronic concept because it has no change in meaning from time to time.

**Syntagmatic & Paradigmatic**

Syntagmatic can be defined as language utterances that can be understood word by word so as to produce meaning. The signifiers and signs discussed earlier are part of the syntagmatic concept. While paradigmatic is a language utterance in which one element of the language can be associated with another element. In the sentence "never feel alone" is a sentence that has a syntagmatic concept because it has words that can be understood so as to produce meaning. The paradigmatic concept is that when the word "you" in the sentence is replaced with someone's name, for example "Edo", it does not produce a change in meaning in the sentence. Just like the sentence "look at me who never leaves" can be interpreted easily so that the syntagmatic concept can be found in the sentence. While in the paradigmatic concept, when the word "look" is replaced with the word "look", it is not a problem because it does not cause a change in meaning. Furthermore, the sentence "we are only natural human beings if we are not perfect" has meaning from the signs contained in it so that it has a syntagmatic concept. While in the paradigmatic concept, when the word "we" is replaced by the sentence "you and me" or "Amin and Surya" does not change the meaning of the sentence. As for the sentence "doesn't the wound make us stronger?" which is also a syntagmatic concept. If the word "we" is replaced with the sentence "Aldi and Farhan" then it is okay because there is no change in meaning in the existing sentence.

The four semiotic concepts of Ferdinand de Saussure will be analyzed whether all of these concepts are related and able to provide meaning to emotional support or not. Seen from its use, the concept of signifier & signified is the concept of a sign in a text or sentence and how the concept or definition of meaning is. Saussure provides an understanding that a text certainly has a sign, namely the text itself, and also the meaning of the sign that can provide an overview of what the sign actually is. This relationship is referred to as sign and meaning which can make it easier for listeners to understand a sentence through its sign and meaning. Included in the signified in the sentences "Don't ever feel alone" and "look at me who never leaves" are the words "alone", "look", and "leave". This word certainly has a concept of meaning that is understood and agreed upon by the listener. The word "alone" means a condition where there is no one around, the word "look" which means to see or realize, and the word "go" which means to move away. The concept of meaning of the sign is what is meant by signified. The sentence "we are only human beings if we are not perfect" has markers, namely the words "human" and "perfect". The concept of the meaning of the word "human" is a social being who lives together and the word "perfect" means the condition of something that has almost no flaws. Likewise, the words "wound" and "strengthen" in the sentence "doesn't the wound make us strengthen each other?" are markers. While the sign is the concept of the meaning of the word "wound" which is as
suffering and "strengthen" as a form of giving strength to each other. Signs and signifiers are interconnected and play an important role so that a text or sentence can be easily understood.

   easy to understand. Listeners who have understood the concept of the meaning of the five words and listened to the sentence "Don't ever feel alone, look at me who never leaves" as a whole will certainly understand that the sentence means emotional support because it is a form of attention and care from someone to the closest person. "The listener will connect all the words as signs in the sentence and understand that what the lyrics want to convey is how someone forbids the closest person to feel alone, because he will always be by his side. In the sentence, it can also be understood that the person closest to him feels alone where when it is experienced, then a problem is being experienced so that he feels lonely. The form of emotional support is illustrated through the meaning of the words "look" and "go" about how someone convinces the person closest to him that despite the problems that have befallen him, he will not leave him. When the lyrics are spoken, the person who is in trouble feels that he is being cared for and appreciated by fellow human beings. So, through the concept of signifier and signified, the meaning of the sentence as emotional support can be generated.

   However, the concept of Form & Content, which is also the concept of structuralism by Ferdinand de Saussure, cannot make the sentence interpretable as emotional support. Saussure argued that a language has the same form but with different content. This explains the design and model of a language in a sentence that can be said to be different, but the meaning remains the same. The meaning of emotional support cannot be found in the sentence "Never feel alone, look at me who never leaves" using the concepts of form and content. This is because the concept of form and content described by Saussure only emphasizes the relationship between the different forms of a sentence with the same meaning, not about the study of what meaning is contained in the sentence itself. To find out the meaning of emotional support in the sentence, it is necessary to study the signs, not the relationship between signs and the concept of meaning which may be different. Therefore The sign at one time and its relationship with other signs that are also at the same time. Meanwhile, if analyzed using the diachronic concept, it will focus on a sign and its development over time. If the word "alone" has the same meaning over time, it only studies the relationship between the word in the present and the past, not explaining how the word is actually constructed. The interpretation of a sentence into emotional support cannot be done using the concept of language study based on time. The concept of language learning based on time cannot produce a meeting point to produce the meaning of the lyrics as a form of emotional support. To find out the meaning of emotional support in the sentence, it is necessary to study sign by sign and the concept of meaning, not its relationship with other signs at one time or compare its development historically.

   Finally, the syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts are learning concepts of a text that mutually compose several signs and replace text elements with other elements and can change the meaning. Emotional support can be illustrated in the sentence "Never
feel alone, look at me who never leaves" through syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts. However, these concepts are closely related to the concepts of signifier and signified discussed earlier as they complement each other.

so that this concept can strengthen the meaning of the sentence. When the sentence "don't ever feel alone, look at me who never leaves" is sung in its entirety without replacing one of the word elements with another word, the meaning of emotional support can of course still be understood (syntagmatic). Likewise, if one of the words in the sentence is replaced with another word or spoken indirectly but does not change the meaning, then the sentence can still be interpreted as emotional support (paradigmatic). Furthermore, the sentence "we are only human, it is natural to be imperfect" if one of the words that is a sign in the sentence is sung in full and composed, then the meaning of the resulting emotional support will not change (syntagmatic). If the sentence is sung indirectly where a word is replaced with another similar word but does not change the meaning, then the sentence can still be interpreted as emotional support. The sentence "don't wounds make us stronger?" also has the same syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts. If the sentence is sung in its entirety without replacing any of the elements in the sentence, the meaning of emotional support can still be understood. If one of the words in the sentence is replaced with another word or the pronunciation is indirect and does not change the meaning, then the sentence is still interpreted as emotional support.

Instrumental support where this type of support can be interpreted as real assistance provided directly, such as facilities or materials, providing facilities needed by individuals, lending money, providing food, and the like. For example, someone experiences a flood disaster and one of his friends provides instrumental support in the form of assistance such as medicines and food. This support can help directly whoever receives it and the impact is very visible. It can also be a solution to the problems that are afflicting someone who needs material assistance or so as a solution. In the lyrics of the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu", instrumental support is not clearly depicted in the sentences. Instrumental support in this song is only found in the fourth stanza, namely in the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug". The songwriter not only suggests to his closest person that hugs are the solution to all his complicated problems, but also offers hugs to his closest person as a real help to relieve the emotional burden or stress that is being experienced. From this sentence, it can be concluded that this song does not depict much social support in the form of real help from the songwriter. However, the one sentence that has been mentioned above also has a positive impact on the person closest to him to be able to reduce the level of stress experienced by the hug given by the songwriter.

After finding lyrics that are full of instrumental support, the lyrics will then be deciphered using tools in Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory such as signifier & signified, form & content, langue & parole, synchronic & diachronic, and syntagmatic & paradigmatic.
Semiotic Analysis of the Meaning of Social Support in the Lyrics of the Song Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu by Fiersa Besari

Signifier & Signified

Signifier is the signifier while signified is the sign. Both of these are concepts used by Saussure in analyzing the meaning of a text or sentence which will then result in the conclusion of the sign of the text or sentence. In the lyrics "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug", this sentence, especially the words "complicated" and "hug" are what is meant by the signifier. Meanwhile, the meaning of the two words is referred to as the signified. The word "complicated" is defined as something that is not as it should be and is so complicated to deal with. While the word "hug" is defined as the act of embracing the body as a form of concern for others.

Form & Content

Meanwhile, form, which means form and content, which means material, is the second device conceptualized by Saussure. In the lyrics "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" has a form that consists of 1 sentence, 8 words, and 48 letters. If replaced with the sentence "all your problems can be solved with a hug", this sentence has 1 sentence, 6 words, and 43 letters. This is what is called the form of two different sentences. The material or content contained in it is not much different from the meaning of the signifier and signifier, which is the songwriter convincing his closest person that all his problems can be eased with a hug.

Langue & Parole

Langue & parole is one of the concepts of Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotics. Langue means a language that is the common property of a certain language group. Meanwhile, parole is the practical implementation of langue and its use depends entirely on the individual who uses it. The sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" can be categorized as langue because it is understood by almost everyone who understands Indonesian. However, the concept of parole is dependent on the understanding and implementation of the listener of the lyrics, for example, listener A can say "a hug can ease the problems you are experiencing" or listener B can say "all heavy problems can be alleviated with a hug".

Synchronic & Diachronic

Synchronic and diachronic is the study of language in relation to time. Synchronic is a concept that studies grammar without regard to time sequence, while diachronic can analyze language that has been obsolete and preserved until now. In the sentence "everything that hugs can be alleviated with a hug", the word "hug" in the synchronic concept can be understood as a form of physical touch that brings one body to another. From a diachronic concept, the word also has a broader meaning than what has been mentioned above. From time to time, the word can have different meanings when the communicator is a child who understands a hug as a form of affection from his parents to him, but when he grows up, this can be interpreted as a form of separation from friends or with his lover.
Syntagmatic & Paradigmatic

Syntagmatic can be interpreted as language utterances that can be understood through word by word so as to produce a meaning. While paradigmatic is a language utterance in which one element of the language can be associated with another element. In the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" is a sentence that has a syntagmatic concept because it is composed of words that can be understood so as to produce meaning. The paradigmatic concept, when the word "complicated" in the sentence is replaced with another word such as "complicate", it does not result in a change in meaning in the sentence.

Through the concept of signifier & signified, the words "complicated" and "hug" are signifiers that have a concept of meaning. The word "complicated" has the concept of meaning of something that is so complicated to deal with, while the word "hug" is interpreted as a physical embrace from someone with the intention of calming. This concept of meaning is referred to as the signifier. As discussed earlier, the relationship between the sign and the concept of meaning can make it easier for the listener to understand the sentence through the sign and its meaning. Therefore, the form of instrumental/real support can be found through the concepts of signifier and signified. For listeners who have understood the two words and listened to the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" as a whole, they certainly understand that the sentence means instrumental/real support. This can be seen if someone understands the word "hug" as a physical embrace to calm, then the listener can understand from the sentence that someone wants to offer a hug to relieve the stressful conditions experienced by the closest person due to the problems being faced. A hug is a tangible favor that one person gives to another. In this sentence, it can also be understood that the person closest to him is experiencing problems based on the phrase "everything is complicated" which is the reason that he deserves real help in the form of a hug from the person closest to him. When the lyrics are spoken, the person who is in trouble feels that he is receiving help and attention as a fellow human being.

Unlike the signified & signifier which play an important role in interpreting sentences as a form of instrumental/real support, form & content cannot make the sentence be interpreted as instrumental/real support. This is because the concept only studies the relationship between form and content of a text or sentence. The meaning of instrumental/real support cannot be found in the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" using the concept of form and content. This is because the concept of form and content presented by Saussure only emphasizes the relationship between different forms of a sentence with the same meaning, not about the study of what meaning is contained in the sentence itself. To find out the meaning of instrumental/real support in the sentence, it is necessary to study sign by sign, not the relationship between the sign and the concept of meaning which may be different.

It is the same when talking about langue & parole. This concept also cannot interpret sentences as instrumental/real support. Langue & parole studies the language
that has been agreed upon and becomes an abstract system by a nation or group (langue), and how individuals construct the language as something of their thoughts and speaking style (parole). In the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" it can certainly be understood that the sentence has the correct Indonesian spelling without any word order errors. Likewise with society where each person has different thoughts to realize the sentence according to their will in concrete terms. However, unfortunately it does not explain how the sentence produces instrumental/real support meaning. Saussure also emphasized that langue & parole study the language used based on who uses it. This concept certainly cannot make a sentence find The meaning as instrumental/real support is based on the thought of who the user is and how they speak. The listener may change the sentence structure according to his/her wishes and according to what he/she understands from the original sentence and then rephrase it into a different sentence. This is what allows the meaning of the sentence to vary.

Not only the two concepts above, the synchronic & diachronic concepts also cannot interpret sentences into instrumental/real support. Synchronic and diachronic study language based on the time of each sign. Synchronic studies a sign in a text from a certain time, while diachronic is concerned with the history and flow of time that accompanies the language. In the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" using the synchronic concept, the sentence can be studied how the words "complicated" and "hug" are based on a certain time line and connected to other similar word signs at a certain time (for example in the present). Meanwhile, the diachronic concept studies the development of the two words from the past to the present. If the word "hug" has the same meaning over time, it only studies the relationship between the word in the present and the past, not explaining how the word is actually constructed. Therefore, if it is related to the meaning of instrumental/real support, it cannot be obtained through the concept of language learning from time to time because of course it is inversely proportional to the study of meaning to be studied. The meaning of a sentence to be instrumental/real support cannot be done using the concept of analyzing language, its function, and its use in the past to the present. To find out the meaning of instrumental/real support in the sentence, it is necessary to study sign by sign and the concept of meaning, not its relationship with other signs at one time or compare its development historically.

However, the syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts speak differently. These concepts are related to the concepts of signifier and signified discussed earlier. This concept reinforces the results of meaning using signifiers and signs. Through the arrangement of existing signs, of course the sentence "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug" can be interpreted as instrumental/real support. However, in the paradigmatic concept, if the sentence is sung indirectly or if one sign is replaced with another sign that does not change the meaning, the meaning as instrumental/real support will not change. Therefore, this concept can also interpret the sentence to remain a form of instrumental/real support supported by the concept of signifier and signified.
CONCLUSION

The relationship between the meaning of social support in the song "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" using Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic theory can be produced through five devices that examine the grammar of a text or sentence which can be detailed as follows.

1. Emotional support which is a form of attention or care is found in the lyrics "don't you ever feel alone", "look at me who never leaves", "we are only human beings if we are not perfect", and "doesn't the wound make us stronger?". The signifier & signified relationship is found in each of these sentences and of course produces a concept of meaning which, according to the syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts, makes the sentence interpreted as a form of care and attention. Meanwhile, form & content, langue & parole, and synchronic & diachronic cannot find the meaning of the sentence because all three are language learning concepts in terms of sentence models, their use, and from a historical perspective. From the discovery of the four sentences, it can be concluded that emotional support is clearly depicted and dominates in the lyrics of "My Hug For Yours".

2. Informational support which includes advice, criticism, or direction can be found in the lyrics "You say the world is unfriendly. Well, that doesn't mean you have to change". The relationship between signifier & signified (signifier and signified) is contained in the sentence and of course produces the concept of meaning of each sign in it which according to the syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts makes the sentence interpreted as a form of input or advice from the songwriter to his closest person. Meanwhile, form & content, langue & parole, and synchronic & diachronic cannot produce the meaning of the sentence because all three are language learning concepts in terms of sentence models, their use, and from a historical perspective. From the findings of the four sentences, it can be concluded that information support is clearly illustrated and dominates in the lyrics of "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu".

3. Instrumental/real support which is a form of real assistance including physical assistance is found in the lyrics "everything that is complicated can be alleviated with a hug". The signifier & signified relationship is deepest in each sentence and certainly produces a concept of meaning which, according to the syntagmatic and paradigmatic concepts, makes the sentence interpreted as a form of providing physical assistance in the form of a hug. Meanwhile, form & content, langue & parole, and synchronic & diachronic cannot find the meaning of the sentence because all three are language learning concepts in terms of sentence models, their use, and from a historical perspective. From the findings of the four sentences, it can be concluded that instrumental/real support is clearly depicted and dominates in the lyrics of "My Hug For Yours".
Meanwhile, friendship support is not depicted at all in the lyrics of "Pelukku Untuk Pelikmu" because the form of friendship between the songwriter and the person closest to him is not clearly explained. This makes the meaning of friendship support cannot be analyzed properly.
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